Grants for the incorporation of postdoctoral research staff

Grants for the incorporation of postdoctoral research staff into the Catalan science and technology system, within the Beatriu de Pinós programme (BP 2018)

The purpose of the Beatriu de Pinós programme is to award individual grants for the employment and incorporation of postdoctoral research staff into the Catalan science and technology system.

The programme is co-funded by the European Union through the COFUND programme of the Marie Skłodowska-Curie actions under the framework programme Horizon 2020 to hire researchers by excellence programme that aim to foster transnational mobility.

The submission deadline for provisional applications: from 28 January until 4 March 2019 at 2 pm (local time in Barcelona).

The period for institutions to confirm or decline submission of provisional applications: from 12 to 22 March 2019

Link to Processing of the grant: http://agaur.gencat.cat/en/beques-i-ajuts/convocatories-per-temes/Ajuts-per-a-la-incorporacio-de-personal-investigador-postdoctoral-al-sistema-catala-de-ciencia-i-tecnologia-dins-del-programa-Beatriu-de-Pinos-BP-2018?evolutiuTramit=1

Contact: Dolors Grillo (dolors.grillo@gencat.cat) Telephone: 93.269.12.13